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OTS provided funding to school districts, nonpublic schools, charter schools, and
companies that provide school bus services to install and operate school bus stop-
signal arm camera systems.  This grant will serve school age children who ride on
school buses throughout the state of Minnesota by bringing attention to the legal
requirement that all drivers must stop for an extended school bus stop arm.

The purpose of this grant is to help keep school children safe in our communities
and to hold drivers accountable for their dangerous driving behaviors. 
The goal is to reduce the number of stop arm violations around the state to keep
our children safe. The outcomes we are seeing already: the number of violations
are on the RISE. The outcomes we hope to see: Drivers changing dangerous
behaviors and choices, with violations decreasing significantly in the coming years.

In a 2021 special session, the Minnesota state legislators allocated $14,796,000 to
be awarded in Fiscal years 2022 and 2023.  The grant project was awarded in six
different phases with priority given to applicants that proposed to install cameras
on regular route type A, B, C and D buses; newer buses; and buses not currently
equipped with a stop arm or forward facing camera system. 

Eligible applicants needed to be one of the following:  School districts, Nonpublic
Schools, Charter schools, and Companies that provide school bus services in
Minnesota.  Grant applicants were required to  collaborate with local law
enforcement for successful implementation of this project.  Another component to
the application was a community outreach plan.  The selection criteria was based
off of the following five categories:  reporting of past violations, the geographic
diversity, public outreach plan, law enforcement support letters and history of fiscal
management with grants.

Overview - SBSC grant project



Overview - SBSC grant project

A child should never have to fear getting on the school bus in the morning or
getting off the bus after a long day at school.  These cameras allow bus drivers to
focus on driving and the children’s safety.    

Our goal is to change drivers behaviors when encountering a school bus.   Stop
arm cameras allow law enforcement to hold those violators accountable for their
bad decisions.  We also want to educate communities and keep our school aged
children safe.

Amy Howe, a Minnesota mom, lived a parent’s worst nightmare one afternoon in
April 2022 when her son, Hudson, was struck by a motorcycle after getting off the
bus.

"I asked Hudson what he wanted people to learn from this accident. We talk a lot
in our family about how accidents happen. People make mistakes, as that is part of
being human. We talk about how the motorcycle driver who hit him made a really
bad choice, he never intended to hurt Hudson. What Hudson wanted to share is
that no one wants an accident like this to happen. No one wants to deal with the
pain and trauma that comes from an accident like this. What he said to me was, “If
that guy would have followed the law, and waited the few seconds longer, none of
this would have happened. It could have been avoided so easily”   See a news clip
at: https://www.fox9.com/video/1205083

Howe spoke at the May 2023 Toward Zero Deaths (TZD) workshop, saying:  
“I think Hudson’s sentiments echo what a lot of you have been saying today. We
all want people to be more aware, to slow down, to know the laws and to look out
for and protect our children. I regularly drive down the street where Hudson’s
accident took place. Just this week I saw a man drive right through a school bus
stop arm. There is work to do on this issue. I am so grateful for the hard work and
energy you all put towards this."  



Introduction - SBSC grant project
The SBSC grant project was born out of a Special Session by the Minnesota State
Legislature in 2021.  Lawmakers approved $14,796,000 for OTS to administer this
project.  Funding began in August of 2021; this included the hiring of the grant
manager to execute the project. The first phase of the grant was open October 2021
for applications. The grant manager was hired and started mid-December 2021. The
grant process was lengthy and required a lot of moving parts in different
departments and with other team members working on the project.

The requirements in the grant application were:

Sign up to be a user in the E-grants system, used to administer grants in the
OTS.
Provide supplier number to receive payment from the state if grant is approved.
Provide financial statements from previous tax year and complete a risk
assessment form.
Provide historical data on prior school bus violations. 
Give a description of their school district or transportation company, why they
wish to install the cameras, and an overview of their public awareness and
campaign ideas to get the word out about the cameras being installed on their
busses.
Construct a project work plan and budget; a detailed list of the bus fleet with
information on type, model, and year of buses was required. Information on
bus route types and if the buses had other cameras installed prior was also
required in the workplan.
Provide a quote for the stop arm cameras hardware, software, and installation
cost.
Provide letters of support from local law enforcement officials.



Introduction - SBSC grant project

The selection criteria and weight for the review committee were as follows:
Each applicant was reviewed on a 10-point scale.

Demonstrated need based on past violations -
0 = No evidence of past problems on proposed bus routes
1 = Some evidence of past problems on proposed bus routes
2 = Robust evidence of past problems on proposed bus routes

Geographic diversity of applicant -
0 = Similar geographic range as other applications
1 = Somewhat similar geographic range as other applications
2 = Unique geographic range compared to other applications

Quality of public outreach and education program -
0 = Limited scope of public awareness plan
1 = Moderately well-defined public awareness plan
2 = Very well-defined and comprehensive public awareness plan

Level of commitment from local law enforcement partners -
0 = Minimal level of commitment from law enforcement
1 = Average level of commitment from law enforcement
2 = Strong level of commitment from law enforcement

Financial management capacity -
0 = Little evidence of ability to manage the financial elements of this grant
1 = Some evidence of ability to manage the financial elements of this grant
2 = Strong evidence of ability to manage the financial elements of this grant



Introduction - SBSC grant project

The success of this grant project was in large part due to the marketing of 
opportunities when a new grant phase was opened and grants were awarded.
Bringing the grant project to the entire state was very important to the team. 
Please see the list below of the examples of these efforts.

Information Sharing opportunities:1.
News releases, media relations, social media and blogs - DPS
Minnesota Department of Education email list serve
Emailed list of bus supervisors - schools and companies
Share grant info with TZD coordinators and Law Enforcement Liaisons
Outreach to our Tribal Nations

2.  Attending and Presenting opportunities:
Present at Minnesota School Bus Officials Association conferences
Present at Minnesota Association for Pupil Transportation conferences
Present at TZD State Conference
Present at TZD Regional Workshops
Roundtable meetings across the state
Hennepin Traffic Advisory Group
Rochester School District Media release interview

These were some of the  opportunities to connect with communities on a common
goal: the safety of our school children.”
This is not an exhaustive list, but it gives an indication of the many activities 
and opportunities that were taken to bring this opportunity statewide. 

The supply of cameras was a concern when the grant project first started.  Once the 
phases were able to start purchasing the hardware there wasn’t an issue.  The hurdle 
that was encountered by many was the lack of installers and lag time to get their 
cameras installed.  Companies were not prepared for the volume of orders that 
they were handling.  The weather impeded a lot of installs during the winter months.
This greatly affected the grantee’s ability  to report violations with video footage.



Summary of grant phases - SBSC grant project
The funding for the SBSC grant project was rolled out in six different phases.  The
charts below show the different phases with number of grantees, amount awarded 
and number of buses that were equipped with stop arm cameras.  The goal was to 
outfit half of the student bus fleet in Minnesota with this funding. The 6,998 buses 
represents about 59 percent of the eligible bus fleet in Minnesota.  OTS exceeded
its goal.
 



Summary of grant phases - SBSC grant project

Numbers in red represent
the grant phase that school district

 received a SBSC grant



Summary of Grant phases - SBSC grant project
Phase 1 had 31 grantees approved for a total of $3,522,895.55 in funding.
The grant applications were open Nov. 9, 2021, with a deadline to get the
 grant applications in by Dec. 3rd, 2021. Review of Phase 1 grant applications
 took place December 2021 through January 2022.The DPS news release was sent 
out Feb. 14, 2022, and grants were awarded March 1, 2022.

 



Summary of grant phases - SBSC grant project
Phase 2 had 41 grantees approved for a total of $3,705,563.82 in funding.
The grant applications were open Jan. 31, 2022, with a deadline to get the
grant applications in by March 15, 2022. Review of Phase 2 grant applications 
took place April and May 2022. The DPS news release was sent out July 12, 2022,
and grants were awarded Nov. 1, 2022.
 
 



Summary of grant phases - SBSC grant project
Phase 3 had 21 grantees approved for a total of $2,949,272.96 in funding.
The grant applications were open May 2, 2022, with a deadline to get the grant
applications in by June 15, 2022. Review of Phase 3 grant applications took place
July and August 2022. The DPS news release was sent out Sept. 26, 2022, and grants
were awarded Jan. 13, 2023.

 



Summary of grant phases - SBSC grant project
Phase 4 had 19 grantees approved for a total of $1,389,414.75 in funding.
The grant applications were open Aug. 4th, 2022, with a deadline to get the
grant applications in by Sept. 15, 2022. Review of Phase 4 grant applications
took place October and November 2022.  The DPS news release was sent out
Feb. 8, 2023, and grants were awarded March 3, 2023.
 
 



Summary of grant phases - SBSC grant project
Phase 5 had 16 grantees approved for a total of $1,428,661.82 in funding.
The grant applications were open Oct. 11, 2022, with a deadline to get the 
grant applications in by Nov. 22, 2022. Review of Phase 5 grant applications
took place January 2023.  The DPS new release was sent out March 23, 2023, 
and grants were awarded April 3, 2023.
 
 



Summary of Grant Phases - SBSC Grant Project
Phase 6 had 27 grantees approved for a total of $1,187,443.77 in funding.
The grant applications were open Dec. 19, 2022, with a deadline to get the 
grant applications in by Jan. 31, 2023. Review of Phase 6 grant applications took 
place February and March 2023.The DPS Media new was sent out May 4, 2023,
and grants were awarded May 19, 2023.
 
 

The main bus models that were represented in the grant applications were
GMC, Starcraft Bus, Lion Electric Company, Mid Bus Corp, Dodge, Blue Bird Corporation
IC Bus, Thomas Built Buses, Collins Bus Corp, Chevrolet and Ford.



Violations and citations - SBSC grant project
The reporting requirement for the grant included the essential collaboration with
local law enforcement agencies and the Minnesota State Patrol. Grantees submitted 
quarterly reports documenting violations and how many of the violations became
citations. 

Across the state, a common hurdle related to the inconsistency of how 
agencies could receive information and videos of the violations. Another
impediment was the bus company’s ability to collect details of the citations due to 
a lack of information sharing between law enforcement agencies and the courts.
 
We have a great opportunity to streamline violation reporting, video sharing, and tracking
citations and charges. One challenge is staffing for Minnesota’s Law Enforcement agencies. 
This gap in patrol officers leads to less administrative time for processing violations. Law
enforcement has also reported significant discrepancies and lack of consistency in how 
violations are charged by prosecutors.  

The charts below show information collected from  the Minnesota Judicial Branch (MJB).

Minnesota Statute - 169.444  Sub. 1 and 1a 
Safety of school children; duties of other drivers.



 Violations and citations- SBSC grant project
The next few pages include the data that was collected from the SBSC grant project
on violations and citations.  The following information represents the grantees
that had their cameras installed and reported before the end of the grant
reporting period.  Most of Phase 5 and Phase 6 grantees didn’t have their
 cameras installed at that time.  The report shows the grantees listed by county
and school district.  The MJB charges are listed from 2018-2022 as a comparison to
what we saw from July 1, 2022, to June 30, 2023.

Please note: Violations come from the bus company or school.  Citations come from
the law enforcement agency or county attorney.

"No driver wants to kill or seriously injure a child because
of a stop arm violation,” said OTS Director Michael

Hanson. “It’s frightening to see the number of violations
captured by the cameras. This project will help motorists
understand the dangers, learn the law and keep kids safe."



Violations and citations - SBSC grant project
Note:  Charges from MJB could still be pending and may result in convictions.  
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Summary of anticipated costs 
The grantees reported quarterly about violations and citations.  They
also reported on the administrative costs to facilitate this project with 
the new stop arm cameras.  The grantees reported on the staff time to process the 
video violations and sharing with law enforcement.  They also gave feedback on
maintaining the hardware and software as needed.  When asked how long they believe
the stop arm camera systems will last in Minnesota, there wasn’t a definitive answer
from most.  This is a new tool to use across the state, so we don’t have the history
to gauge how many years on average they will operate.  We also have severe weather
and road conditions to consider here in Minnesota.  Please see the appendix for the
feedback we received from some of the grantees on future funding needs.

The chart below is a recap of the costs that were reported by grantees.  Keep in mind
that we had grantees with just one bus to a grantee that had over 500 buses in their
fleet.  

This is based off a yearly cost to the school or bus company to facilitate and maintain
the stop arm camera systems.

“I believe every school district in MN should have stop arm cameras 
on their buses.  How do you not see a giant yellow bus with 
red flashing lights?”
~feedback from a grantee 
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Law enforcement perspective - SBSC grant project

OTS asked law enforcement agencies to estimate the annual cost of reviewing violations for
citations in a survey.
We had 21 responses to this survey.  The chart below depicts their answers.  It is 
imperative to keep in mind that these numbers came from both the Twin Cities Metro Area
and Greater Minnesota.

Another question we asked in that same survey:  “Do you have any recommendations
you would like us to share with State Legislators regarding statutory changes needed
for better enforcement?”  Here are a few of those answers:

“I think we should ensure bus stops are off or away from major or four lane roadways.”
“I believe 169.444 is fine but they should be reminded the need to identify drivers is very
important if they consider any changes to the Window Tint statute (169.71), i.e. if they
decide to allow for darker tint.” 
“It is my opinion that a statewide submission portal would be the easiest way for bus

        companies and law enforcement to handle stop arm violations. A standardized driver      
        report  can be developed. The companies could log into the portal, select the location 
        of the violation on a map, upload the driver report/video, and the software would
        then assign the submitted report to the appropriate law enforcement agency to the
        incident. The law enforcement agency would be notified that they were assigned 
        a case and they could assign it to a specific officer for investigation. When the
        investigation is complete, the agency could enter a disposition
        (unfounded, warning, cited, charged by complaint).”

“Potential legislation change – creating an enhanceable offence, i.e. first violation is a
misdemeanor, second violation is a gross misdemeanor.”
“Statute language clarifying that video captured on a bus camera that shows a stop arm
violation under MN statute 169.444 can be turned over to law enforcement for the narrow
scope of investigation of the violation without repercussion to the school district for which
the bus operates.”

Recomendations from law enforcement
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Law enforcement perspective - SBSC grant project

The following is more feedback from law enforcement in general on the stop arm
 camera project and the future:  

“WE NEED FUNDING FOR THE OTHER 7000 BUSES IN MN!!”
“A concern is with finding a way to continue to fund the camera program as grant money 

       goes away and as cameras start to age out with newer technology. One possible
       funding source could be from revenue generated from stop arm violation citations.”

“A byproduct of the camera system has been accountability on bus drivers. Making sure that
       they are not setting up drivers to “fail” by throwing on the red lights, leaving a driver no
       time to react. The ability to view other actions of the bus driver such as stop location,
       leaving before the kids have cleared the roadway and other bus driver safety issues.
       Using that video to help train and educate bus drivers to make them better.”

“The cameras on the buses have given us in public safety the ability to express how bad this
        problem is. Stop arm violators put at risk our most vulnerable people – our children. 
        These are the people that have to rely on an adult to do the right thing to keep them safe. 
        They are naïve and believe that they will. We as responsible drivers want to believe that
        drivers will do the right thing around school buses, but they don’t. Cameras on buses
        showing these violations has helped us in public safety to put the exclamation point on
        this problem that we knew existed. There are so many scary close calls and unfortunately
        tragedies that have been captured. These videos help us emphasize the need for improved
        safety measures with buses and bus stop locations, added enforcement and
        stronger prosecution.”

“The camera system is, again like for officers, to defend and support what the bus driver
        is reporting. It is no longer a he says / she says argument. It is on video and again
        strengthens the ability to prosecute a violation.”

“The video camera program – for many PD’s had strengthened the working relationship
        with our bus companies – working together to hold drivers accountable for violations
        thru stronger evidence of the violation – much like we have seen for years within car
        squad cams and DWI arrests. You just can’t express in words how bad some drivers 
        SFST’s are. You have to see it on video. I think the same is true with the egregious 
        and dangerous stop arm violations.”



OTS is committed to continuing the efforts to help keep school aged children
safe in Minnesota.  Below you will find steps we feel will continue the ground
breaking efforts of this grant project.

Next Steps - SBSC grant project

Provide funding to equip all buses01
We believe that it is essential for all of 
Minnesota buses to be equipped with 
the stop arm cameras.

Provide on-going funding for camera maintenance02
In order to keep the cameras operating and the
software updated, funding to update the systems
on the buses must be available.

Provide funding for law enforcement and
adjudication03
This project has created a burden on staffing to
keep up with the administrative duties to process
the influx of violations that are being reported
now and in the future.

Include school bus safety in driver’s education04
Our new drivers represent a high number of the
Stop Arm violators.  Future drivers need to learn
safe driving behaviors.  Driver’s Education can be a
great platform to shine a spotlight on safety for
school aged children.

Explore legislative solutions05
Minnesota needs to improve consistency of 
enforcement, prosecution, and adjudication of
reported School Bus Stop Arm violations.



We have taken this grant project across our great state of Minnesota and have
heard from many school bus and law enforcement professionals.  We have heard an
overwhelming that this is a very important tool for school bus drivers.  The Stop
Arm Camera Grant was a great success.  Nevertheless, we have more work to do.  
Changing driver’s behaviors takes time and consistent messaging.

Proof it is working
Schools, bus companies and
law enforcement all agree:  it is
an essential tool for bus drivers
Number of citations is rising

        demonstrating the ability to 
        better capture violations and 
        educate motorists.

“For a parent, the thought of losing a child to a vehicle blowing past an
extended school bus stop arm is unthinkable,” said Michael Hanson, Office
of Traffic Safety director. “Yet we see too many drivers who are distracted
or place their priorities over the safety of our youngest Minnesotans. The
camera grant project is a significant effort to keep kids safe, hold selfish or
inattentive drivers accountable, and change dangerous driving choices.”

Conclusion

Funding is needed
Funding for stop arm cameras 
Funding for law enforcement
Funding for city and county
attorneys
Funding for education and
awareness campaigns

More education and awareness
Bus safety in driver’s education
Community Awareness of 

       driver’s duties and bus safety

Central violation reporting system

Funding for statewide
reporting system
Schools, bus companies and
law enforcement accessible
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Appendix A - SBSC legislation
21.20 Subd. 5. Traffic Safety

 8,477,000
8,464,000

21.21 Appropriations by Fund  
21.22 2022, 2023 

21.23 General 7,983,000
7,970,000 

21.24 Trunk Highway 494,000
494,000

 
21.25 $7,398,000 in fiscal year 2022 and $7,398,000
21.26 in fiscal year 2023 are from the general fund

21.27 for grants to school districts, nonpublic
21.28 schools, charter schools, and companies that
21.29 provide school bus services, for the purchase
21.30 and installation of school bus stop-signal arm

21.31 camera systems. In awarding grants, the
21.32 commissioner must prioritize: regular route
21.33 type A, B, C, and D buses; newer buses; and
21.34 buses that do not already have a stop-signal

22.1 arm or forward-facing camera. Cameras
22.2 purchased with grants awarded pursuant to
22.3 this section must be used within the state.

22.4 When implementing the grant program, the
22.5         commissioner must require grant recipients to 

22.6         submit an estimate of the recipient's
22.7 anticipated ongoing costs associated with the
22.8 use of the cameras, including but not limited

22.9 to costs for operating and maintaining the
22.10 cameras, identifying violations, and methods

22.11 for compiling video evidence of violations and
22.12 providing the evidence to law enforcement. If
22.13 the money in the account is sufficient to fund

22.14      all requests, the commissioner must not require 
22.15      a local match. The commissioner may seek

22.16 assistance from the commissioner of education
22.17 in administering the grants. This is a onetime
22.18 appropriation and is available until June 30,

22.19 2025.
22.20 $110,000 in fiscal year 2022 and $94,000 in

22.21 fiscal year 2023 are from the general fund for
22.22 staff costs to administer grants for school bus

22.23 stop-signal arm cameras. This is a onetime
22.24 appropriation and is available until June 30,

22.25 2025.
22.26 The base for the general fund is $478,000 in

22.27 each of fiscal years 2024 and 2025.

119.10 Sec. 138. SCHOOL BUS STOP-SIGNAL ARM CAMERA GRANTS REPORT.
119.11 By December 15, 2023, the commissioner of public safety, in coordination with the state

119.12 court administrator, must submit a report on school bus stop-signal arm camera systems to
119.13 the chairs and ranking minority members of the legislative committees with jurisdiction

119.14 over transportation finance and policy. At a minimum, the report must include:
119.15 (1) an overview of the school bus stop-signal arm grant program implemented pursuant
119.16 to article 1, section 4, subdivision 5, including how the commissioner administered the

119.17 program and how grant recipients were selected;
119.18 (2) a listing of grants made pursuant to article 1, section 4, subdivision 5, including the

119.19 recipient, the amount received, the type and model year of bus on which the cameras were
119.20 installed, and whether the bus was equipped with any cameras prior to receiving the grant;

119.21 (3) the number of violations of Minnesota Statutes, section 169.444, subdivisions 1 and
119.22 1a, captured on school bus stop-arm cameras between July 1, 2021, and June 30, 2023,

119.23 broken down by school district;
119.24 (4) the number of citations issued for violations of Minnesota Statutes, section 169.444,

119.25 subdivisions 1 and 1a, between July 1, 2021, and June 30, 2023, broken down by school 119.26 district;
119.27 (5) the number of citations issued for violations of Minnesota Statutes, section 169.444, 119.28 subdivisions 1 and 1a,

 between July 1, 2019, and June 30, 2021, broken down by county;
119.29 (6) a summary of the anticipated ongoing costs reported by grant recipients as required 119.30 by paragraph (a);

119.31 (7) recommendations on statutory changes that would allow for better enforcement of 119.32 Minnesota Statutes,
 section 169.444, subdivisions 1 and 1a; and

Article 4 Sec. 138.
120.1 (8) recommendations on future funding needs for school bus stop-signal arm camera 120.2 systems.

120.3 The commissioner may seek input from schools, bus companies, and local law enforcement
120.4 when preparing the report.
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Appendix C - Round table agenda 

School Bus Stop Arm Camera Grant Meeting – May 23, 2023 – Mankato, MN

Round table discussion ideas:
Transportation:
Any problems/ questions on installment and placement of cameras?
Adding to your Pre-route checks
Any concerns about following up with LE on violations for your quarterly reporting?
Outreach in your communities – What have you done?  Partner with Schools and LE?
Any comments/ issues from LE or Prosecutors on quality of video
What was the most challenging portion of the project from application to implementation? 
What would you do differently moving forward or in future installations?

Law enforcement:
What is your preferred method of notification on the violations?
Any community or violator response to use of cameras?
What additional information do you need from transportation?
Citations/charges issued so far (rough idea) If none, why not
Do you see a need for funding to handle the number of violations coming in?

Prosecutors:
What criteria are you using to determine to charge out the violation?
Any concerns on processes LE and transportation use to get video to you?
With more video evidence available how are you handling these cases?
Easier to press charges, less likely to negotiate or do a plea deal? 
Citations/charges issued so far (rough idea) If none, why not
Do you see a need for funding to handle the number of citations coming in?



Appendix D - Outreach examples
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Appendix E - SBSC Phase 2 news release



Appendix E - SBSC Phase 3 news release



Appendix E - SBSC Phase 4 news release



Appendix E - SBSC Phase 5 news release



Appendix E - SBSC Phase 6 news release
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Appendix G - SBSC pictures

NW TZD Regional Workshop 2023

Site visit - Farmington



Appendix G - SBSC pictures

Palmer Bus Company - Bus Safety Day



Appendix G - SBSC pictures

West Hennepin Stop Arm Violation Stop

Add a heHudson - crash survivora



Appendix H - Grantee feedback
Do you have any feedback or recommendations regarding future funding needs
 in Stop Arm Camera System Grant Projects? 
• “Not to have so much info required to submit. To many man hours to upload everything.”
• “The police have asked for dash camera footage, they want to see what led up to and
    proceeded the event. Minnesota weather causes issues with dirty license plates, dirty 
    camera lenses. Dash cameras would be easier to keep clean.”
• “Provide an annual stipend for maintenance of cameras.” 
• “The grant reporting task is excessive. Each quarter we need to log into DPS system,
   record number of potential violations by county, report whether they were ticketed,
   record our estimated processing costs, 
   record law enforcement estimated costs. There is some redundancy in that the state
   patrol asks us to report all our violations already. We do not know if law enforcement issues
   citation as it is at their discretion. We have to reach out again to them to find out. We estimate
   costs because it's hard to pin that down.”
• “Any NEW school bus purchased from the state cooperative purchasing contract should be
   given an amount such as a $5,000 allotment for stop-arm camera systems. Otherwise, this 
  expense will fall back onto districts.  It is nearly impossible to align a new bus purchase to one 
  of these grants.  If not this example, there should be discussions on how to equip newly
  purchased buses with cameras.  Transferring systems from an old unit to a new is really
  not practical.”
• “I believe every school district in MN should have stop arm cameras on their buses.  How do
   you not see a giant yellow bus with red flashing lights?”
• “All buses should automatically be equipped with this system.” 
• “Finding a way to fund ongoing expenses would be helpful.  The operating costs are very
   expensive with the involved labor required to process.”
• “I think this is an amazing project for school buses. The district would not have made this 
  purchase on our own. Please keep this grant going so we can get all our school districts in
  MN to benefit from this great opportunity.”
• “Due to the system we have selected and the nature of the Bloomington streets we 
  have the ability to totally overload local law enforcement.  If future allocations are approved,
   in Bloomington it will need to support law enforcement/judicial system. Also important
   is a plan to keep equipment maintained and up to date.”
• “Speed up the process of reimbursement of claims.”
• “We are looking at potentially needing to hire another individual in our office to
   view/manage the stop arm videos which is a budgetary item that we don't have planned. 
   It's a difficult position as most public school districts don't have money sitting around
   waiting for a use.”
• “It would be great if we could use the information already in the system when applying
   for future grants.”
• “More education about what is expected within the program. Otherwise, very well done.”    



Appendix I - “Proof it’s working”
9.28.23
Good morning. 

The attached videos are from a stop arm violation that occurred this morning in our district.  
This was the closest call we've seen in our area.  I'm sending it to you as proof that the stop arm grant
 program is working.  The camera system allowed us to get a plate number as well as a description of
 the vehicle to give to law enforcement.  Without the cameras, our driver had zero chance of getting
 a plate number in this situation.

Our bus driver thought the other vehicle was slowing down which is why she waved the
 student across.  She feels horrible about it but I don't place the blame on her.  She had vehicles
 behind her she was watching as well.  With the oncoming vehicle being as far away as it was, I can't
 say that I would have done any differently than she did.  Hindsight is always the best indicator as to 
what should have happened, but often times that comes too late.

I blurred out the students face so she can't be recognized so feel free to forward this to
others if you'd like to.

Have a great day.
Tim

-- 
  Tim Dvorak
Lead Mechanic
New Prague Area Schools | 952.758.1480
NPAS: Proud Tradition, Promising Future



Appendix J - School bus safety resources



Appendix J - School bus safety resources

School Bus Safety

Minnesota Office of Traffic Safety:
https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/ots/school-bus-safety/Pages/default.aspx

School bus safety resources
• School bus stop-arm safety video to help educate Minnesotans.
• 30-second stop arm PSA.

School bus safety link on the Minnesota State Patrol site. There are other resource 
links once you go to this page. 
https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/msp/commercial-vehicles/Pages/school-bus-safety.aspx

DPS Blog Posts
• https://dps.mn.gov/blog/Pages/20220906-back-to-school.aspx
• https://dps.mn.gov/blog/Pages/20220721-school-bus-stop-arm-camera-grants.aspx 



We thank you for your
continued support in
keeping our Minnesota
school children safe!

Michael J. Hanson
Director | Office of Traffic Safety 
Minnesota Department of Public Safety 
(651) 201-7061 Office | michael.hanson@state.mn.us

Rahya Geisler 
School Bus Stop Arm Camera Coordinator
(218) 830-1477 Office | rahya.geisler@state.mn.us


